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 Q2 sees 2% fall in the Bordeaux Index 

 First Growths slip back; Mouton interest in continues to grow 

 EP2012 a game of two halves; success for the Firsts, failure for those who priced naively 

 Broader FW market shows welcome growth; Burgundy, Champagne and Italy make progress 
 

Overview of the Market 

 

After the confidence building of Q1, the second quarter came as something of a letdown. There was a 

palpable sense of fatigue and caution amongst buyers following what was by any measure a rip-roaring start 

to the year. Not for the first time in recent years the rally was too much, too quickly with the predictable 

effect of bringing forth latent supply and promptly diluting prices. The BI Index slipped back 2% and, going 

into the summer, there is little prospect of an immediate up-lift. Indeed, the broader context was far from 

conducive to price stability as equity markets in Europe and Asia swooned. The US equity markets stood 

alone in posting gains for the period as HSI and SSE fell back a whopping 7-10%. As we have observed 

previously, the fine wine market seldom flourishes when the financial markets of the East suffer. 

 

The Wine Market in More Detail 

 

As the First Growths forced the market up in Q1 so they led it back down again in Q2. Despite a strong 

showing in turnover Lafite was once more the weakest of the cohort with the young prime vintages struggling 

the most. Whilst the ’09 vintage seems to have found some kind of a floor the same could not be said of the 

’10 which appears to be heading for a level perilously close to half that of its release. Such weakness at the 

very visible end of the spectrum has knock-on effects through the ‘fungible’ vintages of ‘05 and ‘03 where 

prices faltered as stock holders sought to take advantage of Q1’s higher bids. Mouton was again 

comparatively en vogue with interest principally amongst the drinking off-vintages as well as the ever popular 

millennium vintage. Encouragingly a large proportion of the Mouton trade is for export indicating a 

‘destruction’ rate much more akin to Lafite than Latour and Margaux.  Trends at the vintage level were fairly 

clear with the likes of 2005 and 2003 falling back and ’99, ’01 and ‘04 showing a little more resilience. Is this a 

new normal of consistent consumption driven demand for off-vintages and more erratic flow-driven demand 

for the prestige years? 

 

Send in the clowns: EP2012 

 

In Q2 we were treated to the spectacle of EP2012 which came in a series of fits and pauses that generated 

excitement, ennui and bewilderment in equal measure. Accepting a structurally higher degree of price 

flexibility it was the First Growths that recognised the need to take the initiative with meaningful incentives 

to buyers. Lafite, commendably, led the way in pulling prices down significantly on both extant market and 

prior EP prices; along with Mouton, they were rewarded with strong sales through all tranches with interest 

driven by the UK buyer. Margaux too will be pleased with their showing and Haut Brion will reflect on their 



 

lesser popularity in modest vintages. The same sense of market awareness was largely absent for the next 

tier as the likes of Cos Estournel, Palmer, and the newly elevated St Emilion pair (Angelus and Pavie) pitched 

their wares at a level seemingly designed to bore and amuse rather than entice – indeed it is possible that 

these Chateaux along with many others down the Bordeaux apex will be reaching capacity in their newly built 

facilities sooner than they had imagined. Whilst there were certainly successes to the campaign, as a whole it 

served to weaken broader market confidence by reminding rational participants that release prices can 

depress as well as inflate secondary market prices, that the unloved/unsold 2011s remain an unresolved issue 

and that, more generally, the market for young Bordeaux is not as developed outside of Europe as many had 

suspected, let alone hoped. 

 

The broader Fine Wine market 

 

Whilst the core Bordeaux market has experienced its fair share of challenges of late the broader world of fine 

wine has been progressing nicely. A few years back one could have been forgiven for thinking that the fine 

wine market was exclusively concerned with Bordeaux but the progressive ‘catch-up’ of Burgundy, 

Champagne and beyond has been inexorable. Indeed activity at the very pinnacle of the Burgundy market has 

begun to show certain signs of fatigue following the better part of 3 years of uninterrupted growth. There is 

limited talk of exit strategies just yet but the prudent will be well served knowing where to find the door. A 

flurry of Champagne releases in the quarter led to a further excitement and elevated profile for this most 

active part of the market. The story is a certainly good one but the deluge of offers does serve to remind that 

of the challenges faced by the Grand Marque real scarcity is not one of them. 
 

 


